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TSFX Master Classes. The Ultimate Advantage in the VCE.

TSFX Master Classes.TSFX Master Classes.  

The ultimate learning 

experience & the most  

in-depth preparation 

for your SACs & exams.

Our VCE Master Classes are a highly comprehensive, integrated weekly tuition 
program designed to ensure students reach their full potential, be that a two-
grade improvement or the elite A and A+ scores. Just as importantly, this highly
regarded program enables students to complete their exam preparations well 
ahead of their state-wide peers, greatly reducing stress levels and study loads in 
the challenging weeks before their end of year examinations.

This program builds on the teaching that takes place in schools, giving students 
the opportunity to revise, reinforce and extend on key skills/concepts, and to 
systematically develop strong problem-solving and exam techniques – skills that 
are essential when aiming for the highest possible VCE marks.

Students may complete the Master Classes in the comfort of their home 
(interactive-live streamed classes or on demand recorded classes) or at the 
University of Melbourne (Parkville) on a weekly basis (face-to-face* classes).

Out-Rank Your State-Wide Peers.

� Revise and extend on the work covered at school to VCAA exam standard.

�  Master concepts that students find difficult and that have been poorly
answered in past exams.

� Learn techniques that will help you to confidently answer the different types of
questions that appear in the exams.

� Work through a huge collection of questions that are likely to appear in
SACs and exams, and systematically prepare for the challenging
analysis-style applications that make up about 30% of each subject exam.

� Master the tricks and traps that could appear in the exams and learn how to
dissect and interpret complex exam applications.

� Learn how to set out your exam responses in line with the marking schemes
used in the VCE exams.

� Regularly revise important concepts so you don’t need to waste valuable time
re-learning topics before your SACs and exams.

My students often say 

that there was at least 

20 marks worth of 

questions on the exam 

that they can thank 

TSFX for, and they feel 

they have a real edge 

on SACs.

Teacher – St Leonard’s College

When you attend our Master Classes, you will: 
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Year Average ATAR Median ATAR

2019 95.17 95.65

2018 93.23 95.80

2017 94.43 95.75

2016 93.29 95.00

2015 93.56 96.85

2014 93.90 94.80

2013 93.56 94.85

2012 95.40 96.10

2011 95.60 96.96

The Numbers Don’t Lie.

If you’re determined to get the best possible results, our Master Classes won’t disappoint! Year after year, students 
attending our Master Classes achieve amazing results. As an example, 79% of our 2020 students achieved an ATAR of 
90 or above, even though most had previously received average or below average marks! The median ATAR achieved 
was 94.70 placing 50% of our students in the top 5.3% of all VCE students.

Learn from the Absolute Best.

To ensure you receive every possible advantage in the VCE, our Master Classes are prepared and delivered by
hand-picked, qualified, experienced VCE teachers from top ranking schools. Our teachers include authors of
VCE textbooks, writers and markers of the VCE exams, Chief Assessors and Assistant Chief Assessors as
well as leading experts in their subject fields. Their wealth of experience is priceless. 

Not only do our Master Class teachers have extensive experience in the VCE, they have demonstrated a long and 
consistent history of achieving outstanding student results. They know exactly how to motivate students to pursue their
best and unlock their highest potential. Our teachers are also trained to teach different types of learners, and how to

maximise learning opportunities using innovative pedagogical models and approaches – skills that can only be

acquired through formal teaching degrees.

Experience is the best teacher, and an important asset at this end-game stage of the VCE.

Making the VCE Fair.
There is no doubt that students taught by VCE exam
assessors have a significant advantage over students
who do not have access to such valuable resources. 
Exam assessors are exposed to important information 
that isn’t shared with other teachers – information that 
can have a significant impact on your ATAR and study
scores.

Therefore, to level the playing field, students attending
our Master Classes will be mentored by teachers who 
have experience in writing and/or assessing the very 
exams you’ll soon sit.

TSFX is unmatched in the quality 

of notes and presentation.
Student – Werribee Secondary College



The Elephant in the Room.

Unparalleled A+ Course Notes.
You’ll receive detailed and comprehensive A+ notes 
that include every key concept that could be examined, 
clear and concise explanations, fully worked examples 
with step-by-step instructions, and a large collection of 
potential exam questions – saving you countless hours 
in study time.

Recorded Classes.

As we record our classes you won’t ever fall behind if 
you miss a week. You can also watch a class as many 
times as it takes for you to feel confident with what was 
covered. Furthermore, when it comes to the exams, our 
recorded classes offer a powerful way of revising for 
these important assessments.

And for those students who prefer face-to-face 
instruction, if you find a topic difficult or would like to 
prepare for a SAC in a fast and effective way, you can 
attend multiple classes in a subject across a single week, 
at no additional charge. 

Can a recent VCE graduate prepare students for 

their VCE assessments to the same standard as

a qualified experienced VCE teacher?

To give you the best chance of success, we use qualified 
VCE teachers and VCE exam markers – not unqualified, 
inexperienced university students. 

A high ATAR or study score does not equip a recent 
VCE graduate with the knowledge that’s required to 
prepare students for their SACs and exams. As an 
example, a student who obtained a study score of 45 
in Mathematical Methods only answered about 79% of 
Exam 2 correctly! Recent VCE graduates can’t teach 
you how and where marks are awarded, which terms or 
statements must be included in exam responses, and 
alternate answers that would also receive full marks. This 
information is restricted to VCE exam markers and can 
make a huge difference to your VCE marks.

Knowing how the exams are marked also gives VCE 
exam markers the ability to guide you through the exam 
preparation process in the quickest and most effective 
way. You’ll spend your time revising what really matters, 
and you can’t get that kind of guidance from recent high 
school graduates who have no teaching experience, and 
who don’t have access to the detailed insights our 
teachers provide.

Start Your Exam Preparations  
VCE Exam Booster Classes – Free! 

It takes time and lots of practice to develop strong 
exam techniques and problem-solving/application skills. 
Students who leave this process to the end of the year 
will not perform to the best of their ability in the exams. 
Our Master Class students will therefore formally start this 
important process from the beginning of the school year.

Our VCE Exam Booster Classes are highly targeted 
classes dedicated to the mastery of examination 
techniques, higher level analytical skills and examination 
marking schemes. You will work through key VCE exam 
questions, master tricks and traps and develop skills to 
help you minimise errors in your SACs and exams.

These important classes are being delivered by 
experienced VCE exam markers, Chief and Assistant 
Chief Assessors – the only people who know how the 
VCE exam papers are actually marked.



We'll Give You All the Tools You Need to Ace Your VCE.

9 Eight 2.5 hour (20 hrs total) small group classes
that provide in-depth coverage of upper intermediate
and harder level assessable skills and concepts (face-to-
face*, interactive live-streams and on-demand classes).

9 5 hours of pre-recorded classes that provide in-depth
coverage of the easier and lower intermediate level
assessable skills and concepts. BONUS FEATURE**

9 Three 2.5 hour VCE Exam Booster Classes (7.5 hrs
total)(on-demand classes). BONUS FEATURE**

9 A trial examination followed by a detailed exam
correction session delivered by a senior VCE exam
marker (VCAA) (2.5 hours total)(on-demand class)
BONUS FEATURE**

9 SAC preparation classes and advanced study skills
instruction (live-streamed classes) BONUS FEATURE

When you attend our Master Classes you’ll receive over 

35 hours of expert instruction from experienced VCE
teachers and VCE exam markers! This includes:

   Weekends: 9:00am – 11:30am, 12:00pm – 2:30pm, 3:00pm – 5:30pm

Subjects: Unit 1: Chemistry, English & Mathematical Methods
Unit 3: Biology, Chemistry, English, Further Mathematics, Physics, 
Mathematical Methods, Psychology & Specialist Mathematics

9 Unlimited access to recordings of the classes in your
enrolled subjects until after your end-of-year exams
(1 December 2022) BONUS FEATURE

9 Detailed and comprehensive A+ notes.
9 Access to an exclusive resource portal offering tests,

quizzes, worksheets, notes, checklists and e-books in
every available subject, irrespective of which subject(s)
you have enrolled into. BONUS FEATURE

9 Exam kits consisting of dozens of commercially
produced trial examinations with worked solutions.
BONUS FEATURE**

You’ll also receive:

To provide students with the benefits of different 
perspectives, access will also be provided to the recordings 
of classes delivered by the other teachers in 
your enrolled subjects. BONUS FEATURE
* In the event that government directives prohibit the delivery of our Master Classes  

           face-to-face, we will live stream classes until face-to-face sessions can resume.

** This bonus feature is not available in Unit 1 & Unit 3 English.

Investment: Face-to-Face* & Interactive Live-Streamed Classes
Upfront Payment: $795 per Unit (half year)    
Periodic Payment Plan***: $75 per week for 8 weeks (with a $195 deposit on enrolment)

    

Investment: Video On-Demand Classes
Upfront Payment: $595 per Unit (half year) 
Periodic Payment Plan***:  
$50 per week for 8 weeks (with a $195 deposit on enrolment) 

Enrolments: 

Timetables & enrolment forms are available at www.tsfx.edu.au/mc 
Alternatively, please contact our office on (03) 9663 3311.

Receive Up to 10% Off Course Fees
when you enrol into multiple subjects and/or units. Visit www.tsfx.edu.au/mc for further information.

Venue. Dates. Times. Subjects. Investment.    

Venue:  The University of Melbourne (Elizabeth Blackburn School of Sciences, Parkville Campus) 

Dates:  Tuesday 22 February – Sunday 1 May 2022  

Formal Classes: 2.5 hours per enrolled subject per week for 8 weeks

Type of Class:   Face-to-Face* Classes, Interactive Live-Streamed Classes and Video On Demand Classes

Class Days & Times: 
Interactive Live-Streamed Classes:  Tuesdays, Wednesdays & Thursdays: 5:00pm – 7:30pm

Face-to-Face* Classes:  Fridays: 5:00pm – 7:30pm

*** A one-off Periodic Payment Plan Administration 
Fee of $50 is payable at the time an automated 
payment plan is set up, respective of the delivery 
method and/or the number of subjects on the plan.



What Sets Us Apart?

Nothing Beats Experience. Except More Experience.

It’s taken you 12 years of hard work to get to where you are today. And you’ve only got 
one chance to get your VCE right.

TSFX has helped over 175,000 students improve their marks and secure a place in 
the course of their dreams. Our programs are based on a unique system that 
offers unparalleled opportunities for Year 11 and Year 12 students.

We believe that, given the right opportunities, guidance and support, 
EVERY student has the potential to excel in their studies.

Join us at TSFX and make your study efforts count.

With so much pressure and competition in the VCE, you can’t afford to make the wrong choice when choosing 
the best organisation to enhance your VCE studies. TSFX has 31 years of experience in delivering VCE 
programs so you can be confident that we have a genuine understanding of what’s required to excel in the VCE.

We get results, and can make a significant difference to your VCE marks.

Trust Your One Chance With TSFX.

Enrolments & Inquiries

Timetables and enrolment forms are available at www.tsfx.edu.au/mc 
Alternatively, please contact our office on (03) 9663 3311.

TSFX has transformed my dreams into realities.
Student – Minaret College

� Our Master Classes have been developed by teachers.

� Our academic program is delivered using a unique
pedagogical model developed by TSFX that integrates the
HITS professional learning program, frameworks adopted
by the International Baccalaureate program and the world's
leading universities.

� Your mentors are qualified, experienced VCE teachers who
are current or recent VCE exam markers (VCAA assessors).

� Notes are detailed and fully comprehensive and have
been written by VCE teachers and VCAA assessors (not

university students).

� Classes are recorded and can be accessed 24/7 until
1 December 2022!

� We have 31 years of experience delivering VCE programs,
and offer an unrivalled history of outstanding success.

Many of the questions in the  Master Class 

notes appeared in the actual VCE exams!    Student – Sacre Coeur

TSFX Master Classes. 
The Smartest Way to Learn.
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